Several themes lose first character of module text
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Description
Several themes are losing module text on the left margin: damian, nomia, simble, smartiki. Affects text-emitting modules such as "last changes" (last item is number 0 instead of 10), related categories, and external RSS feeds. This makes the unmodified themes unusable for some sites.

In damian.css this seems to be caused by the following near the bottom:

/* Lists in modules */
.box-data ol,
.box-data ul {margin-left: -1em;padding-right: 1em;}

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
1959
There is some browser-specific styling for lists in modules because of browsers' different handling, but I couldn't see the problem when checking with FF3, Opera 9.2, IE6 or IE7 on Windows XP. Are you using another browser/OS?

Forgot to mention it's in Firefox 3 on Windows XP.

I've discovered the same thing with a number of modules, such as Mose. I'm experiencing the problem on FF 3.04 on Windows XP and FF 3.04 on MacOS 10.4. IE 7 on Win XP looks fine. as an example, on themes.tikiwiki.org, the problem occurs in the "last 10 forum posts" module, site config module and stats module. the others seem to be all right. (this is when using mose as the theme)